
Indicative solutions to questions concluding the chapter 
1. What is a product mission? Compose a product mission for one of the following products: an 

electric scooter, smartphone, a book, a bed, a streetlight. For each product mission, are 
there any unintentional jobs that the product does? 

A product mission details the job that the product intentionally performs. An electric scooter 
intentionally provides short-range mobility without the need for a motor car licence. A smartphone 
intentionally provides one-to-one and global communication connectivity. A bed enables users to lay 
horizontally, in a comfortable way, to facilitate sleep. 

2. Using Ansoff’s framework, why is conglomerate diversification qualitatively different from 
the other strategies of market penetration, market development and product development? 

Conglomerate diversification involves new products and new markets – this is the risky scenario as 
the focal firm itself has no expertise in terms of the product and no direct experience of the market. 

3. Why is organic growth difficult? What might strategic managers do to overcome obstacles to 
organic growth? 

Organic growth is difficult. It is potentially slow, but it does allow firms and their managers to control 
resources and capabilities, intellectual property and their deployment. Some “non-acquisitive” firms 
attribute their success to three key factors. Strategic managers following largely organic growth 
strategies:  

 employ longer-term thinking and are not overly conscious of shareholders (if they have 
them) and focus on research and development, customer insight (market research) and 
innovation skills training 

 develop and nurture internal resources and capabilities – crucially marketing and innovation 
– in that they are dynamic and (re)configurable; they also retain talent 

 build a supporting growth culture within the business with targeted rewards and progression 
 

4. Can a joint venture be a strategic alliance? Can a strategic alliance be a joint venture? If yes, 
why? If no, why not? 

A strategic alliance, strictly speaking, is a voluntary association of two or more organizations 
agreeing to share strategic resources or resources to a strategic end. Usually there is no exchange of 
equity. A joint venture is a sharing of equity in a venture. This makes them qualitatively different to 
SAs as they have a legal responsibility as owners. A strategic alliance can be much looser, though 
they are likely to have at the very least a “memorandum of understanding” between the parties.  

5. Doz’s (1996) study offers nine criteria for managers looking at entering a strategic alliance 
and measuring its performance success. What is the role of trust and how does it change 
over time? 

Because strategic alliances are voluntary associations between organizations or firms, much hangs 
on trust. Initially alliance members have no basis for trust – this comes after working with one 
another, observing behaviour, working relations and reciprocity. A deep fear is that a partner may 
well be exploitative. They may take more than they give, fail to commit and share, not deliver, 
subvert the agreements, etc. Over time trust is built, ideally, and the relationship can develop 
beyond the original intention. 



6. Why does similarity in partner size not matter in SAs? Why is it more of a factor for merger 
and a JV? 

SAs can involve a large company with finance, routes to market and manufacturing capacity and a 
small company that has some intellectual property to develop but few means to do so. Mergers are 
often seen as the fusing together of equals, for which size is an indicator. It facilitates agreement 
between the merging firms on future structures and board membership. Joint ventures may have 
equality in the joint venture but not the relative size of the originating business. The equality comes 
in the share of equity in the new business entity. 
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